Supply Chain Management and Engineering, MS

ASU is not currently accepting applications for this program.

Program Description

Degree Awarded: MS Supply Chain Management and Engineering

The MS in supply chain management and engineering is a two-year, 30 credit hour program for working professionals in supply chain management, industrial engineering or a related field that consists of 15 credit hours of courses from the Department of Supply Chain Management in the W. P. Carey School of Business and 15 credit hours from the industrial engineering program in the School of Computing, Informatics and Decision Systems Engineering in the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering.

Most students will have an undergraduate degree in a technical field, such as business, engineering or science. The objective is twofold: to provide students with knowledge of the fundamental foundations across the full spectrum of supply chain management functions and to provide them with the ability to use state-of-the-art engineering tools to analyze, control and optimize modern supply chains.

At a Glance

- **College/School:** W. P. Carey School of Business
- **Location:** online

Degree Requirements

30 credit hours including the required applied project course (SCM 593)

Required Core (27 credit hours)
Culminating Experience (3 credit hours)
SCM 593 Applied Project (3)

Admission Requirements

Applicants must fulfill the requirements of both the Graduate College and the W. P. Carey School of Business.

Applicants are eligible to apply to the program if they have earned a bachelor's or master's degree, in any field, from a regionally accredited institution.

Applicants must have a minimum of a 3.00 cumulative GPA (scale is 4.00 = "A") in the last 60 hours of a student's first bachelor's degree program, or applicants must have a minimum of a 3.00 cumulative GPA (scale is 4.00 = "A") in an applicable master's degree program.

All applicants must submit:

1. graduate admission application and application fee
2. official transcripts
3. resume
4. GMAT or GRE test scores
5. personal statement
6. one letter of recommendation
7. proof of English proficiency

Additional Application Information

An applicant whose native language is not English (regardless of current residency) must provide proof of English proficiency.

The W. P. Carey School of Business and the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering seek exceptional individuals who are working supply chain professionals (or in closely related fields). Applicants must be highly motivated and have strong intellectual capabilities. The admission committee looks for outstanding academic credentials, character qualities such as maturity, integrity and leadership, and diversity in perspectives and experiences.

Contact Information

WPC Graduate Programs | MCRD 350
wpcareymasters@asu.edu | 480-965-3332